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HABITAT: UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON HUMAN SETTLEMENTS, 

VANCOUVER, C_ANADA, 1 l MAY-11 JUNE 

Adopts Declaration of Principles, Recommendations for National Action 
To Improve Settlements, Proposal on United Nations Activities 

A blueprint for national and international action to improve the 
living places of people throughout the world was approved in Vancouver, 
Canada, this week by Habitat: the United Nations Conference on Human 
Settlements. 

The Conference brought to fruition two years of preparatory work 
and studies with the adoption of a Declaration of Principles and a 
series of recommendations to meet the urgent problems of housing 
shortages, contrasting crises of urban and rural communities, the 
proper use of land, access to essential services, and public 
involvement and participation in remedial action. 

The programme hammered out at Vancouver between 31 May and 11 June 
by officials of 131 Governments concerned with human settlements -
.including many ministers responsible for settlement planning, urban 
and rural development �- consists of three elements: 

-- A "Vancouver DeclaratioI) on Human Settlements, 1976" intended 
as a broad �uide for betterinq standards in villag�s, towns and 
cities, and starting from the premise that "the improvement of the 
quality of life of human beinqs_is the first and most important 
obiective of every human settlement policy". 

-- A set of 64 recommendations, addressed directly to Governments, 
suggesting concrete ways in which people might be assured the basic 
requirements of human habitation -- shelter, clean water, sanitation 
and a decent physical environment, plus the opportunity for cultural 
growth and the development of the individual. 

-- A resolution calling for action to set up new United Nations 
machinery concerned exclusively with human settlements, including 
an intergovernmental body and a central secretariat whose job 
would be to help countries to better the lot of their citizens in 
urban and rural communities everywhere. 

(more) 
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The Declaration of Principles was adopted at the closing meeting 
of the Conference by a roll-call vote of 89 in favour to 15 against, 
with 10 abstentions. The Declaration, proposed by the "Group of 77" 
developing countries, was opposed by a number of Western European 
developed countries, which said they could not accept some of its 
political implications. 

The recommendations for national action were approved mainly 
by consensus, except for two amendments by which the Conference 
condemned certain activitl�o relating to settlements in territories 
under foreign occupation. 

In adopting by consensus the proposal to create new United 
Nations machinery to deal with human settlements, the Conference 
left it to the United Nations General Assembly to decide exactly 
where the new secretariat unit should fit into the existing 
structure. 

In other action, the Conference: 

Recommended unanimously that the General Assembly establish 
an audio-visual information centre on human settlements, to be 
located at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver. 

-- Urged all Governments to support and fully participate in 
the United Nations Water Conference to be held next March at 
Mar del Plata, Argentina. 

-- Recommended that the General Assembly request the United 
Nations Secretary-General to submit a report on "the living 
conditions of the Palestinian people in the occupied territories". 

The report of Habitat is to be considered by the United Nations 
General Assembly when it meets in New York in September/December 1976. 

Attendance at Habitat 

The Habitat Conference, which brought together representatives 
of 131 countries, six national liberation movements, 160 non
governmental organizations, and a number of intergovernmental bodies, 
was opened by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim on 31 May. The 
delegates were welcomed by Jules Leger, Governor-General of 
.Canada, the host country, whose Prime Minister, Pierre Elliot 
Trudeau, also addressed the opening plenary. 

(more) 
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The central theme of the Conference was, as Secretary-General
Waldheim told the delegates, "concerned with people -- where and
how they live about the quality of their lives and about the

' 
" 

future for themselves and generations yet unborn .

The urgencv of huma.n settlements questions was underlined by
Prime Minister�Trudeau, who told the delegates that "human settle
ments are linked so closely to existence itself, represent such
a concrete and widespread reality, and are so complex and
demanding ... so racked with injustices and deficiencies that the
subject c;annot be approached with leisurely detachment".

Barney Danson, Canadian Minister of Urban Affairs, the 
President of the Conference, said in a closing statement that 
what Governments did after Habitat would be "the real test of 
our achievements here". He added: "I believe that all of us will 
leave this Conference with a better idea of what we ought to do and 
how we might do it." 

Enrique Penalosa, Secretary-General of Habitat, also speaking 
at the closing meeting, described the recommendations for national 
action as "revolutionary in scope" and said the Vancouver Declaration 
would serve "not only as an inspiration but as a yardstick for 
measuring the health of each society and the state of man's condi
tions everywhere on earth" • 

The Conference was organized along lines worked out during the 
preparatory phase, with the tasks divided among three main committees. 
Committee I dealt with the draft Declaration of Principles and 
programmes of international co-operation. Recommendations 
regarding national action were divided between Committee II, 
which examined policies and strategies (planning, institutions 
and management), and Committee III, which dealt with shelter, 
infrastructure and services, land and public participation. The 
main committees held a total of 39 official meetings and many more 
of working and drafting groups. 

Concurrently with Committee deliberations, the Conference held 
13 plenary meetings devoted to a general debate in which 150 
speakers contributed to a global exchange of experience in problems 
of human settlements ahd of ideas of policies and programmes best 
suited to their solution. The debate was opened on 31 May with a 
statement by the President of Mexico, Luis Echeverria Alvarez, who 
was followed in ensuing days by the representatives of 111 countries, 
four national liberation movements, seven intergovernmental organi
zations, 15 non-governmental organizations and 13 agencies and 
bodies in the United Nations system. 

(more) 
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IAtn unusuaU. :fieai:ture o.f the Con:fierence was ithe ucse -"Of auaj[o-v:i!sua.'l 
-e-g.udfpmen't t0 tfacil.d."rtate the exchange o� inf_o�°:ttion among a�il-egations
ana lhe"bween the Conlf:er.ence and the medra. '.In .:t:he <genera'!l. ideba'te 8© 
ae1.tega!tions i'U.11.ustrated their addresses wit:h capsule vers�ons of 
ffd.llims on huma'll settlements -especially prepaTed for 'Screenl'.'ng at 
Habmtat� ·�TJ1 Comm�tn-ee II, 41 film capsules were shown, and 37 
j_m {C0Itlltld:ttee .lIII.

Faz;a���l w1th the official Conference, a Habatat Forum was held
ra,� Jericho Beach �"Il Vancouver, where private individuals and a
Jtmoa'd cross-secti:on OT ln:'terested organizations discussed the issues
lbe�"ng debated by Government representatives at four different sites
in the cci:ty ··centre.

Habita•t originated in a recommendation of the 1972 United Nations
Conif.erence on the Human Environment, held in Stockholm. The United
Na�ions General Assembly, accepting the recommendations of the
Gttroc-kholm Conference, affirmed in 1973 that the main purpose of what
JJta!ner came to be known as Habitat "should be to serve as a practical
®eano to exchange information about solutions to problems of human
settlements against a broad background of environmental and other
concerns which may lead to the formation of policies and actions by
Governments and international organizations" /Assembly resolution
3Q28 (XXVIII)7.

-

A 56-na't'ion Preparatory Committee met in three sessions between
January 1975 and 26 May 1976 to work out a framework and an agenda
for Habitat. These were approved by the General Assembly last
December /resolution 3�38 (XXXl7-

(For ·further background on Habitat, see Press Release HE/V /3,
isoued on 27 May.)

Vancouver Declaration on Human Settlements 

The 55-paragraph r:vancouver Declaration on Human Set�lements, 
Jl9'76" was submitt�d to the Conference by the Group of 77. Composed 
or. a preamble and �hree sections setting forth "opportunities and 
.csolutions"', general principles and guidelines for action, it follows 
the outline of a draft elaborated by the Habitat secretariat prior 
uo the Conference following recommendations by the Preparatory 
Committee and subsequent consultations with Governments, but contains 
a number of new provisions. 

Among the points in the preamble of the Declaration, the Conference 
recognizes "that the circumstances of life for vast numbers of people 
�n hum�n settlements are unacceptable, particularly in developing 
oountries, and that, unless positive and concrete action is taken at 
ua1tional and international levels to find and implement solutions 
these co·nditions are likely to be further aggravated". As fact�rs 
ctggt"ava�ing the problem the preamble singles out inequitable economic 
g't:'owth � social,. economic, ecological and environmental deterioration;

(more) 
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a world population growth which is expected to double the 
present population in the next 25 years; uncontrolled urbaniza
tion; rural backwardness and dispersioni and "involuntary 
migration, particularly politically, racially and economically 
motivated, relocation and expulsion of people from their 
national homeland". 

In the section of the Declaration entitled "Opportunities 
and solutions", the Conference speaks of the need for increased 
activity by Governments and the international community, "aimed 
at mobilization of economic resources, institutional changes and 
internation.al solidarity". Among the goals of such a mobiliza
tion would be to adopt "bold, meaningful and effective human 
settlement policies and spatial planning strategies realistically 
adapted to local conditions", and to create "more livable, 
attractive and efficient settlements which recognize human scale, 
the heritage and culture of people and the special needs of 
disadvantaged groups especially children, women and the infirm 
in order to ensure the pro7ision of health, services, education, 
food and employment within a framework of social justice". 

"In meeting this challenge", the text declares, "human �ettle
ments must be seen as an instrument and object of development. The 
goals of settlement policies are inseparable from the goals of every 
sector of social and economic life. Th� solutions to the problems 
of human settlements must therefore be conceived as an integral 
part of the development process of individual nations and the world 
community." 

In the section entitled "General principles", the Conference 
would state that "the improvement of th.e quality of life of human 
beings is the first and most important objective of every human 
s'ettlement policy. These policies must facilitate the rapid and 
continuous improvement in the quality of life of all people, beginning 
with the satisfaction of the basic needs of food, shelter, clean water, 
employment, health, education, training, social security without any 
discrimination as to race, colour, sex, language, religion, ideology, 
national or soci�l orjryin or other �ause, in a fr�-- ?f freedom, 
dignity and social justice". In striving to achieve to 
this objective, "priority must be given to the needs of the most 
disadvantaged people". 

Another of the general principles states that "human dignity 
and the exercise of free choice consistent with over-all public 
welfare are basic rights which must be assured in every society. 
It is therefore the duty of all people and Governments to join 
the struggle against any form of colonialism, foreign aggression 
and occupation, domination, apartheid and all forms of racism and 
racial discrimination as referred to in resolutions as adopced 
by the General Assembly of the United Nations". 

(more) 
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The Conference declared that "the establishment of settlements 
in territories occupied by force is illegal" and "is condemned by 
the international community". It noted, however, that "action still 
remains to be taken against the establishment of such settlements". 
It further declare� that "the right of free movement and the right 
of each individual to choose the place of settlement within the 
domain of his own country should be recognized and safeguarded". 

Among other general principles con�ained in the Declaration 
are these: 

-- "Every State has the right to exercise full and permanent 
sovereignty over its wealth, natural resources and economic 
activities, adopting the necessary measures for the planning and 
management of its resources, providing for the protection, 
preservation and enhancement of the environment." 

-- "Land is one of the.fundamental elements in human settle
ments. Every State has the right to take the necessary steps to 
maintain under public control the use, possession, disposal and 
reservation of land. Every State has the right to plan and 
regulate use of land, which is one of its most important resources, 
in such a way that the growth of population centres both urban 
and rural is based on a comprehensive land use plan." 

"Nations must avoid the pollution of the biosphere and the 
oceans and should join in the effort to end irrational exploitation 
of all environmental resources, whether non-renewable or renewable. 
in the long term. " 

"The waste and misuse of resources in war and armaments should 
be prevented. All countries should make a firm commitment to promote 
general and complete disarmament under strict and effective inter
national control, in particular in the field of nuclear disarmament. 
Part of the resources thus released should be utilized so as to achieve 
a better quality of life for humanity and particularly for the peoples 
of developing countries." 

-- "To achieve universal progress in the quality of life, a fair 
and balanced structure of the economic relations between States has 
to be promoted. It is therefore essential to implement urgently 
the New International Economic Order, based on the Declaration and 
Programme of Action aE_Proved by the General Assembly in its sixth 
special session /1974/, and on the Charter of Economic Rights and 
Duties of States� adopted by the Assembly in 1974. 

(more) 
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-- "The highest priority should be placed on the rehabilitation of 
expelled and hareless people who have been displi=iced by natural or man-made 
catastrophes, and especially by the act of foreign aggression. In the latter 
,case, all countries have the duty to fully co-operate in order to guarantee 
that the parties involved allow the return of displaced persons to their 
hares and to give them the right to possess and enjoy their properties and 
belongings without interference." 

- "Historical settlements, rronuments and other items of national
heritage, including religious heritage, should be safeguarded against any 
acts of aggression or abuse by the occupying Power." 

- "Every State has the sovereign right to rule and exercise effective
control over foreign investrrents, including the transnational corporations 
within its national jurisdiction, whicll affect directly or indirectly the 
human settlements prograrmes." 

In the section of the Declaration entitled "Guidelines for action", the 
Conference stresses that national and international efforts should give 

:priority to irrproving the rural habitat and that "efforts should be made towards the 
reduction of disparities between rural and urban areas". 

The Conference states that human settlements policies and prograrmes 
"should define and strive for progressive minimum standards for an acceptable 
quality of life". It draws attention to "the detrim:mtal effects of 
transposing standards and criteria" that could only be attained by a minority 
of a population, thus heightening inequalities. It recarmends that Governments 
prarote prograrmes which will encourage and assist local authorities to 
participate to a greater extent in national developrent. 

Another guideline states that land is an essential element in the 
developrent of both urban and rural settlerrents. Therefore, "the use and 
tenure of land should be subject to public control because of its limited 
supply through appropriate measures and legislation including agrarian refonn 
policies ••• that will facilitate the transfer of econanic resources to the
agricultural sector and the prarotion of the agro-industrial effort". 

(rrore) 
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- "Access should be granted, on rrore favourable tenns, to nodem
technology, which should be adapted, as necessary, to the specific econani.c, 
scx:ial and eoological conditions and to the different stages of developnent of 
the developing countries." 

- "International, technical and financial co-operation by the developed
countries with the developing countries must be conducted on the basis of 
respect for national sovereignty and national developrent plans and prograrrmes 
and designlrl to solve problems relating to projects, under hunan settlement 
prograrnnes, a.med at enhancing the quality of life of the inhabitants." 

The Declaration was adopted by a roll-call vote of 89 in favour to 15 
against, with 10 abstentions. Voting in favour were rrost of the developing 
and the socialist countries. Voting against were: Australia, Belgium, canaaa, 
Denmark, France, Gennany (Federal Republic of) , Ireland, Israel, Italy, 
Luxembourg, Netherlands, New zeal.and, Norway, United Kingdan and United States. 
Abstaining were Austria, Colanbia, Fiji, Honduras, Japan, Paraguay, Portugal, 
Spain, Sweden and SWi.tzerland. 

The countries voting against the Declaration said their primary objection was 
the inclusion of an implicit endorsement of General Assembly resolution 3379 (XXX) 
of November 1975, which characterized zionism as a fonn of racism. 

Reccmnendations for National Action 

The recamendations which Habitat addressed to Governnents concerning action 
which it felt should be taken at the national level to improve hunan settlements : 
were divided into six broad categories: (a) settlement policies and strategies; 
(b) settlerrent planning; (c) shelter, infrastructure and services; (d) land; 
(e) public participation, and (f) institutions and managanent.

Reccmnendations on all these subjects had been drawn up during the two
years of preparatory work for Habitat (docurcent A/CONF. 70/5). At Vancouver, 
Ccmnittees II and III, each taking three of the main subject areas, spent eight 
working days considering and revising this preliminary draft. Following a 
discussion in which each delegate had the opportunity to camnent on the 
recamendatians, each Ccmnittee set up a drafting carmittee that was open to all 
delegations. The products of the drafting carmittees, with further nodifications 
by the two main carmittees, were then sent on to plenary rreetings of the 
Conference, where they were adopted in final fonn, along with introductory and 
preambular texts prepared by the ccmni.ttees. 

The texts of the reccmrendations, including the introductory material approved 
by the Conference, took up 80 pages in the reports of Ccmnittees II (docurrent 
A/CONF. 70/10) and III (docurrent A/CONF. 70/11). With two exceptions, relating 
to the recarmendations on land management (recamiendation D.l) and on settlerrent 
planning (preamble to recarmendations B.1-16), the Ccmni.ttee recarmendations were 
approved by the Conference without a vote. (Details of the arrendrrents are given 
below.) 

A surrmary of the Habitat recarmendations for national action follows: 

(rrore) 
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Settlement policies and strategies (recommendation A.1-7): The 
seven recommendations approved by Habitat on this topic deal with 
national settlement policies, their content and their relationship 
to the distribution of population, the environment, economic and 
social development, and the use of resources. 

In a preamble to the recommendations it is stated that national 
development strategies must be devised so that the goals and objectives 
of human settlement policies become an integral part of national 
development objectives. Such policies "must not be used to dispossess 
people from their homes and their land, or to entrench privilege 
and exploitation". 

The first of the recommendations suggests that "all countries 
should establish as a matter of urgency a national policy on human 
settlements embodying the distribution of population and related 
economic and social activities" (A.1). 

The next recommendation is that "a national policy on human 
settlements and the environment should be an integral part of any 
national economic and social development policy", and should take 
into account, among other things, "the changing roles of women" 
(A. 2) • 

In addition, such a policy "should concentrate on key issues 
and provide basic directions for action" (A.3). It should promote 
the goals and objectives of national development, establish 
priorities among regions and areas of a country, and "be led by 
public sector action". 

A further recommendation states that "human settlements 
policies should aim to improve the condition of human settlements, 
particularly by promoting a more equitable 'distribution of the 
benefits of development among regions and by making such benefits 
and public services equally accessible to all groups" (A.4).

Public sector investments, subsidies, and- fiscal and legal 
incentives and disincentives are among the measures mentioned 
in this context. 

Concerning settlement development strategies, Habitat 
recommends that they be "explicit, comprehensive and flexible" 
CA.5). They require, among other things, the designation of a body 

responsible for policy formulation, the active participation of 
governmental bodies, non-governmental organizations and all sectors 
of the population, and the means for their periodic review. 

Another recommendation says that "the improvement of the 
quality of life in human settlements must receive higher priority 
in the allocation of conventional resources, which ought to be 
carefully distributed between the various components of human 
settlements; it also requires the planned use of scarce resources 
and the mobilization of new resources, in particular human 
capacities" (A.6). 

(more) 
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In recommending that Governments "report publicly on a 
continuous evaluation of human settlements conditions", the 
Confex:ence suggests such measures as a permanent national review 
body, a periodic report on past achievements and future goals, 
and independent monitoring and evaluation components in all major 
settlement programmes, projects and institutions (A.7). 

Settlement lannin (recommendations B.1-16): Sixteen 
:i:�ec:ommen ations treat settlement planning in t e national, regional 
and local context, and deal with such subjects as the availability 
of resources, urban improvement and expansion, reconstruction after 
dJ.saster, new settlements, temporary settlements, and the settlements 
cd mobile groups such as nomads and migrant workers. 

Noting that "planning is a process to achieve the goals and 
objectives of national development through the rational and 
ed:ficient use of available resources", the preamble to these 
recommendations states that plans must include clear goals and 
adequate policies, objectives �nd strategies along with concrete 
programmes, and should promote and guide development rather than 
restrict or simply control it. It is recommended that planning and 
development of rural settlements should become a focus of national 
development policies and programmes. 

To the text of the preamble submitted by Committee II, the 
Conference, in plenary session, voted to add a paragraph proposed 
by Cuba (document A/CONF.70/L.3), stating in part as follows: 
"Settlement planning and implementation for the purpose of 
prolonging and consolidating occupation and subjugation in 
1:A�ritories and lands acquired through coercion and intimidation 
must not be undertaken, and must be condemned as a violation of 
United Nations principles and the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights". 

The vote on this amendment was 77 in favour to 8 against, 
w'.th 20 abstentions. 

The first of the recommendations on settlement planning 
nuggests that "settlement and environmental planning and development 
must occur within the framework of the economic and social planning 
fJJ:ocess at the national, regional and local levels" (B .1). It 
urges special emphasis on balanced development for all regions, 
� unified approach, and the use of suitable methods and procedures. 

In addition, "settlement planning should reflect national, 
):E�gional and local priorities and use models based on indigenous 
values" (B.2). Particular mention is made of such national objectives 
as social justice, employment opportunities, economic self
Bufficiency and cultural relevancy, and of the need to bring 
planning and planners in close contact with the people. 

(more) 
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The next recommendation is that "settlement planning should be 
based on a realistic assessment and management of the resources 
actually and potentially available for development" (B.3). It calls 
for the preparation of a "comprehensive national ecological and 
demographic inventory to guide long-range settlement planning", and 
the development of special technical and managerial skills. 

The Conference further recommends that national settlement 
planning must co-ordinate factors of national significance such as 
population distribution and the development of certain economic 
sectors (B.4). 

In regard to regional planning, Habitat recom.�ends that 
"planning for iural areas should aim to stimulate their economic 
and social institutions, improve general living conditions, and 
overcome disadvantages of scattered populations" (B.5). Planning 
for metropolitan regions "should aim at an integrated approach 
over the territory affected by the metropolis", and should include 
such measures as the co-ordinated provision of food, utilities and 
services and the protection Qf regional ecology (B.6). 

As to local planning, it �must be concerned with social and 
economic factors and the location of activities and the use of �pace 
over time" (B.7). Among the measures called for in this connexion 
is the "provision of infrastructure networks and systems required 
to link activities on the basis of economy, safety, convenience 
and environmental impact". 

Suggesting that existing settlements "must be continuously 
improved", the next recommendation states that the process of 
renewal and rehabilitation "must respect the rights and aspirations 
of inhabitants, especially the least advan�aged, and preserve the 
cultural and social values embodied in the existing fabric" (B.8). 

On urban expansion, the Conference recommends that it be 
"planned within a regional framework and co-ordinated with urban 
renewal to achieve comparable living conditions in old and new 
areas" (B.9). Special provision should be made for such things 
as the active participation of the public, the protection of eco
systems, and access to places of work. 

Concerning new settlements, Habitat recommends that they be 
"planned within a regional framework to achieve national settlement 
strategies and development objectives" (B.10). Among other 
things, special attention should be paid to relating new settlement 
programmes to the renewal and expansion of existing settlements. 

It further recommends that "planning for the improvement of 
individual rural settlements should take into account the present and 
expected structure of rural occupations and of appropriate 
distribution of employment opportunities, services and facilities" 
(B.11). Respect should be paid to local customs as well as to new 

needs, and local resources and traditional techniques of construction 
should be used. 
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The Conference recommends that "neighbourhood planning should 
give special a ttention to the social qualities and provision of 
facilities, services and amenities", with particular emphasis on 
the needs of children and their paren ts, the elderly and the 
handicapped (B.12). The need for community involvemen t  and ready 
access to facilities and services is also stressed. 

"Planning for temporary se ttlements", ano ther recommendation 
states, "should provide for community needs" .:..- such as suitable 
shelter and services -- "and the integration of such se ttlements, 
where appro9riate, into the permanent ne twork of se ttlements" {B.13). 

Habitat also recommends that "planning for human se ttlements 
should avoid known hazards which could lead to natural disaster" 
(B.14). "The planning of reconstruction af ter natural or man-made 
disasters should be used as an· opportunity to improve the quality 
of the whole se ttlement, its func tional and spatial patterns and 
environment". 

Noting tha t important groups of people have a traditional 
culture based on frequent or regular movement, the next recommenda tion 
states that " the spatial, social, economic and cultural needs of 
mobile groups must receive special planning attention" including 
training and counselling, facilities for heal th and education 
services, and assistance with shelter, food and water (B.15). 

There is also a call for planning to be "a continuing process 
requiring co-ordination, monitoring evaluation and review" (B.16). 
Planning should be "comprehensive, timely and action-oriented", 
and "be backed by firm political commitment to action". 

Shelter, infrastructure and services (recorrrnendations C.1-18): en this 
topic -- the anatany and physiology of hurran settlerrents - the Conference 
approved 18 recx:mrenda.tions dealing with such questions as national housing 
policies, waste management and prevention of pollution, energy, water supply and 
social services. "Infrastructure" was defined as the networks designed to deliver 
:-r rercove people, goods, energy or infonnation, including transport and cc::mnunications. 
This is distinguished fran "services" such as education, health, culture, welfare, 
recreation and nutrition. 

The intrcxiuction to these recorrrnendations states that the overriding 
objectives of settlanent policies should be to make the facilities available to 
those who need them, "in the sequence in which they are needed and at a nonetary 
or social oost they can afford". It adds: "Social justice depends on the way in 
which these facilities are distributed anong the population and the extent to which 
they are made accessible." 

Proposing a carprehensive approach to shelter, infrastructure and services, 
the first of the recorrrnendations suggests that these elerrents of human settle
irents should be "planned in an integrated way and provided in the sequence 
appropriate to circumstances" (C.1) . 

(more) 
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Emphasizmg the i.rrportance of gearmg the provision of shelter, mfra
structure and services to the achieverrent of the over-all objectives of 
national developrent, another recorrmendation suggests that attention be paid 
to "massive and effective nobilization of fmancial, material and human resources, 
mcluding the encouragerrent of voluntary activity" (C.2). 

As regards standards for shelter, mfrastructure and services, Habitat 
recorrmends that such standards should be "carpatible with local resources, be 
evolutionary, realistic, and sufficiently adaptable to local culture and 
conditions, and be established by appropriate governrrent bodies" (C.3). Efforts 
should also be made to reduce "dependence on foreign technologies, resources 
and materials'!. 

Another reccmrendation suggests that use be made of available local 
materials and resources as well as locally existmg know-how m such a way as 
to generate employrnent and mc:are (C. 4) • '!he needs of the handicapped should 
also be taken mto account m designmg shelter, mfrastructure and services. 

On energy needs of human settlerrents, the Conference recorcmended the 
: identification and developrent of "new sources of energy" as well as 

conservation of currently available energy (C. 5). Emphasis should be placed on 
"the use of renewable over non-renewable energy sources and the rationalization 
of technologies which are currently known to be hazardous to the enviromrent". 

A r�dation on long-tenn cost suggests that m choosmg alternatives 
for shelter, mfrastructure and services, due consideration should be given 
to their "�ial, enviromrental and economic costs and benefits" (C.6). 

As to the national construction industry, Habitat reccmnended that 
"political, fmancial and technical support" be given to the mdustry to 
achieve "national objectives and the production-targets required for human 
settlerrents" (C. 7) • 

. 
Taking note of the role of the mfonnal ("_self-help") sector m

meetmg the housmg needs of the less advantaged, the Conference reccmnended 
that action should be taken to ensure "security of land tenure for unplanned 
settlements where appropriate or if necessary providing for relocation and

resettlerrent with opportunity for employment" (C. 8) • 

National housing J:X)licies, says the next reccmnendation, ''rrnlst aim at 
providing adequate shelter anp services to the lower mc:are groups, 
distributmg available resources on the basis of greatest needs" (C.9). 
Measures proJ:X>sed to achieve this include low-interest loans, rent subsidies 
based on

.
family needs and incomas, and improved availability of housmg 

alternatives such as low cost rentals near job opJ:X)rtunities. 

(more) 
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:nm. a rellaiti:edl recmmemdatilon, it is· sugffi=sted t:bartt a major wart- olff 
J!Jmasinl.<g1 policy ef:lf0Jr1ts; shouJld consist:. of "p�s· amd! inst:nnnen-tts which 
actt::ii.v.eill.y assdist. peopille m continurimg to. provi<ile. better �ty fuol!l5:in.g for 
1tlnemse:ll"2es,,, imdiv.:itd\!lailllLy- or ecroperatively;" (C:wlOi), •. 

'Ffue :ff:iirst. of· :ffomr reccmnendations on inf::irastlrucbn:e· suggests·. tilat: 
.imfiast:nlci!:11lre pcoJ'.icy should/ be geared to acli±e� "�eat& equity in the 
]!llrOVlisdk:mn of Serwtces·, amd1 utilities, access: toJ places. 0i w:>Jrk and 
xecreatiomal. ailreas'w as: -well as to minimi.ze adverse env::hmmn:entaili impact"' 

�C:..ll)J. 

On waiter Sl:llPP1Y, .iit is. recmrrended that efforts be made to acl!ieve 
"irea�e- qlilalitati.ve c311ld quantitative targ�ts serving all the 
J!?Opuiattion ey a certr.ari:n date"· (C.12)1

• Specifically, it i.s suggested! that 
pmg:iramnes lbe aoop1tedl "wi.t:h realistic standards for quail ty and quam1dlty 
toi provdide water :ff0r mrlbam. andl rural areas 1oy 1990, if JPOSsible" • 

A re]ated recommendaition on waste management sug.gests that 
po,1Jtut:iomi o,f the· environment may be prevented! through such measures 
as, .imnovarftiv:e· use of unavoidable· waste as a by-produc.t: ,.. be-t:ter use 
of- t:eehno]og;y to reduce the volume of waste material ., and the 
crea1t.iuo-n o,f a s-pecial fund, with the partieipation of indus·t.ries, 
fo,r e.s:ttailbiJ!:ilsfuiiIDg1 recycling mechai111isms ee. l.3) . 

<Dn 1t.raI11sp.oilrt.ation and communication r the Confere111ce recommended 
t:hadt poll.iLc-.iies s.fu.ouJid "promote desired patterns of development to 
sa:tt::.iis.:ffy Ure· needs of the majority of the population andl the dis-
1tr.iJ.bl!llti0:mi of acctivit.ies to favour mass transportation ,, and reduce: 
ccon�eS'1tiolill and pol]ution by motor vehic1es·" (C .14) • 

As regards services essential for the environmem:tal'. q'l!lla]ity of 
set:t:]em.e·Jillts, a recornmendlation on: social services s.uggests that the 
plrovdi.s . .iton o,f heal tb, nutrition, ed ucation, seccuri ty ,. and recreation 
aii:tdi s.ilmddar services should be geared to the needJs of the community 
aim.id sfuiol!l!1d receive "aID e ffective prior.ittv" i.n national am.di 
d!e:v:e].o.pment planl!l•ing and! resource allocation �C •. 15). 

Provision o,f serv ices in rural areas will help to reduce migration 
to.• urJban areas,, says. another recommendation (C. ]6) • ]t sug1gests that 
11'J111ew criteria fmr integrated rural planni ng" be· developed to ensure 
the enj1o�ent of basic services by the greatest IDumber o,f s·ca:tte·red 
an� dispersed rural settlements. 

A recommem.d:ation <1m the reorganization of "spontaneoUJs settle
ments!'' s1:1ch as t:hose composed of squatters, urged' Governments to 
concentrate on the provision of services and reorg,anization of s-uch 
s·ettlements, in ways that encourage community initiative, andi link 
marginal groups to the national development process (C.11}. 

(more) 
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In recognition of the "increasingly important basic human need" 
for recreation in today's world, the final recommendation in this 
section suggest� that Governments co-ordinate and co-operate with 
local bodies in the planning, development and implementation of 
leisure and recreational facilities and programmes "for the physical, 
mental and spiritual benefit of the people" (C.18). 

Land (recommendations D.1-7): The eight recommendations dealing 
with land as a basic component of human settlements include suggestions 
on land ownership, conservation and reclamation of land as well as 
other aspects of effective land management. 

Noting that land, with its crucial role in human settlements, 
cannot be treated as "an ordinary asset", the introduction to these 
recommendations states that the pattern of land use should be deter
mined by the long-term interests of the community, especially since 
decisions on location of activities have a long-lasting effect on the 
pattern and structure of human settlements. 

The first of these recommendations describes land as "a scarce 
resource whose management should be subject to public surveillance 
or control in the interest of the nation". It says that "Public 
ownership or effective control of land in the public interest is 
the single most important means of· .•. achieving a more equitable 
distribution of the benefits of development while assuring that 
environmental impa�ts are considered" (D.l). 

On its final day the Conference adopted two additions to this 
recommendation: 

-- A 20-nation amendment (document A/CONF.70/L.4) by which 
the Conference stated: "In all occupied territories, changes in 
the demographic composition, or the transfer or uprooting of the 
native population, an.a the destruction of existing human settlements 
in these lands and/or the establishment of new settlements for 
intruders, is inadmissible." This was adopted by a roll-call vote 
of 69 in favour to B against, with 26 abstentions. 

-- A Panamanian amendment (document A/CONF.70/L.5) declaring 
that "Governments must maintain full jurisdiction and exercise 
complete sovereignty" over land, and that land must not be subject 
to "restrictions imposed by foreign nations which enjoy the benefits 
while preventing its rational use". This was adopted by consensus.

(more) 
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The next recommendation, noting that agricultural land is a 
"prey to speculation and urban encroachment", states that 
change in the use of land, particularly from agricultural to 
urban, should be subject to public control and regulation (D.2). 
Measures to that end might include direct intervention, legal 
and fiscal controls, as well as zoning and land-use plans. 

In relation to the economic value of land, Habitat 
recommends that "the unearned increment resulting from the 
rise in land values resulting from the change in use of land, 
from public investment or decision or due to the general growth 
of the community must be subject to appropriate recapture by 
public bodies (the community), unless the situation calls for 
other additional measures such as new patterns of ownership or 
the general acquisition cf 1.a�d by ]:.>Ublic bodies" (D. 3) . 

A recommendation on public ownership of land declares that 
public ownership-should be used to control "areas of urban 
expansion and protection", to implement land reform, and to 

·supply serviced land "at price levels which can secure socially
acceptable patterns of development" (D.4).

As regards patterns of ownership, it is recommended that 
"past patterns of ownership rights should be transformed to match 
the changing needs of society" (D.5). Special attention should 
be given to redefinition of legal ownership, separation of land 
ownership and development rights, and the land rights of 
indigenous peoples. 

Recognizing that land is a "limited resource", another 
recommendation stresses the need to conserve and reclaim land 
for agriculture and settlements without upsetting the ecological 
balance (D.6). It recommends that special attention be paid, 
among other things, to land fill, control of soil erosion, and 
control and reversal of desertification and salinization. 

On information needs, Habitat suggests that effective land 
use planning and control measures could not be implemented unless 
the public and all levels of government had access to adequate 
information (D.7). 

Public ation (recommendations E.1-6): The introduc-
tion to six recommen ations on p ic participation in activities 
relating to settlements states that a co-operative effort of the 
people and their Governments is a "prerequisite for effective 
action on human settlements". As the "magnitude and intractability" 
of the problems are too great for Governments to act alone, citizens 
must be provided opportunities for direct involvement in the 
decisions that profoundly affect their lives, it adds. 

(more) 
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The first of the recommendations states that public 
participation should be "an indispensable element" in "planning 
strategies, formulation, implementation and management". It 
adds that it should be instrumental in furthering the political, 
social and economic growth of human settlements (E.l). 

In a related recommendation, Habitat suggests that the human 
settlements planning process must be designed to allow for 
maximum public participation (E.2). 

Noting that participation requires listening and response in both 
directions between people and government, the Conference recommends 
that public participation should therefore involve the "free flow 
of information among all parties concerned" and should be based 
on "mutual understanding, t-ru:;t and �ducation" (E.3). 

A further recommendation, asserting that public participation 
is a right to be accorded to all segments of the population, 
states that efforts should be made to integrate the various sectors 
of the community including "those that traditionally have not 
participated either in the planning or in the decision-making 
processes" (E.4). 

As regards new forms of participation in the changing world, 
Habitat recommends that the people and their Governments should 
establish "mechanisms for participation that contribute to 
developing awareness of people's role in transforming society" 
(E.5). In this regard recognition should be given to the changing 

role of women in society. 

The last of the six recommendations on public participation 
characterizes this as "a human right, a political duty and an 
instrument essential for national development" (E.6}. It suggests 
that public participation should influence all decisions concerning 
management of human settlements, adding that it should also focus 
on the "application of resources to improvement of the standard 
of livin� and the quality of life". 

Institutions and m�na ement (recommendations F.1-10): 
Institutions -- t e po itica , a m1n1strat1ve an ec n cal 
instruments which formulate or implement settlement plans and 
policies -- and the management of settlements are dealt with in 
10 recommendations covering such questions as adaptation to 
changing circumstances, the use of human resources, financial 
arrangements, and settlement laws and regulations. 

New institutions, the preamble states, must be designed to 
promote new concepts and provide leadership in unfamiliar areas. 
All institutions must be responsive to change, and must be given 
access to and control over the resources they need to operate. 

(more) 
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The first of these recommendations, concerning settlement 
institutions, states that such institutions must exist at the 
levels of government which are "responsible for the formulation 
and implementation of settlement policies and strategies for 
national, regional and local development" (F.l). It adds that 
they should have a distinct identity as well as leadership 
capacity and executive responsibility for settlement programmes. 

Habitat recommends that such institutions "should b� 
co-ordinated with those responsible for national economic and 
social development and environmental plans and policies, and 
interrelated on a multidisciplinary basis" (F.2). They should 
ensure, among other things, adequate representation of inhabitants 
on principal policy-making bodies. 

Noting that many settlement institutions have outlived their 
original purpose, a further recommendation states that "institutions 
dealing with human settlements should adapt to changing circum
stances", and that they should be continuously reviewed and 
reorganized as necessary (F.3). 

Concerning special institutions, the Conference recommends 
that those "established to solve short-term settlement problems 
should not outlive their original purpose". Among the measures 
suggested in this connexion are the preplanned transfer of 
functions to permanent bodies and the appropriation of additional 
funds only after careful review (F.4). 

"Institutions should be designed to encourage and facilitate 
public participation in the decision-making process at all levels"-, 
another recommendation states (F.S). Suggestions for incentives 
to such participation include decentralization of administration 
and management as well as public accountability. 

A further recommendation declares that "settlements must be 
improved by responsive and imaginative management of all resources" 
(F.6). It stresses the need to establish the management responsibi
lities of government and to prevent speculation over the basic needs 
of people and calls for efforts by government and inhabitants to 
maintain, restore and improve settlements. 

In regard to human resources, Habitat recommends that "the 
development of research capabilities, and the acquisition and 
dissemination of knowledge and information on settlements, should 
receive high priority as an integral part of the settlement 
development process" (F. 7) • 

A recommendation dealing with financial arrangements states 
that "separate financial institutions and adequate means are 
r.ecessary to meet the requirements of human settlements" (F.8). It 
proposes that investors and purchasers, especially the least 
advantaged, be protected against in'flation "through monetary and 
other means". 

(more) 
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In addition, there is a call for the streamlining of 
institutions and procedures "to ensure that intended 
beneficiaries receive the largest possible share of resources 
and benefits" (F.9}. This recommendation emphasizes open 
decision-making and public accountability for use of funds, 
greater local control in management and administation, and 
"removing the role of intermediaries in citizen involvement". 

Finally, noting that existing laws and regulations "are 
often complex, rigid and dominated by vested interests", the 
Conference recommends that "any framework for settlements 
legislation must establish cJear a�d realistic direction and 
means for implementation of policies" (F.10). It adds that 
special emphasis should be placed on special legislation and 
on periodic revision of laws and regulations. 

Future United Nations Activities 

The resolution of Habitat regarding programmes for inter
national co-operation in regard to human settlements, as worked 
out in Committee I (document A/CONF.70/9) and adopted on the final 
day of the Conference, calls for the creation of an "intergovernmental 
body for human settlements", composed of not more than 58 States. 
Among the objectives of this body would be to help countries increase 
and improve their own efforts to solve settlement problems, to 
promote greater international co-operation for increasing the 
resources available to developing countries, and to' strengthen 
co-operation among developing countries. 

The intergovernmental body would have among its main functions 
the development and promotion of policy objectives and priorities 
for United Nations programmes in this field, the monitoring of 
activities of the United Nations system, and the study of new issues, 
problems and solutions relating to settlements. The body would also 
"exercise over-all policy guidance and supervision" of the operations 
of the United Nations Habitat and Human Settlements Foundation 
(which now functions under the United Nations Environment Programme}. 

The proposed body would report to the United Nations Economic 
and Social Council or to the General Assembly through the Council. 
The existing organ in this field is the Committee for Housing, 
Building and Planning, which reports to the Council. 

(more} 
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The recommendation of Habitat also calls for the establishment 
of a secretariat "to serve as a focal point for human settlements 
action and co-ordination within the United Nations system". The 
secretariat would "comprise the posts and budgetary resources'' of: 

-- The Centre for Housing, Building and Planning of the 
United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs; 

-- The section of UNEP's Division of Economic and Social 
Programmes directly concerned with h;.iman settlements, "with the 
exception of the posts required by UNEP to exercise its respon
sibilities for the environmental aspects and consequences of human 
settlements planning"; 

-- The United Nations Habitat and Human Settlements Foundation; 
and 

-- "As appropriate", selected posts and associated resources 
from the Department of Economic and Social Affairs. 

In a section of the resolution on regional organizations, the 
Conference recommended that the United Nations regional commissions 
of which there are five -- should consider the establishment "as 
soon as possible" of intergovernmental regional committees on human 
settlements. Also, "responsibility for implementing regional and 
subregional programmes should be gradually shifted to the regional 
organizations". 

Further, the Conference recommended that the United Nations 
secretariats dealing with human settlements "establish close 
links with the principal financial institutions at the regional and 
global levels", especially with the regional development banks and 
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development in 
Washington, D.C., as well as with the United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP). 

As to the kinds of settlement programmes to which the United 
Nations should give priority, Habitat proposed that specific 
p�iorities be established by the new intergovernmental body dealing
with settlements, in consultation with the regional committees and 
Governments. However, Habitat would recommend that the following 
functions "be considered on a priority basis": identification of 
problems and possible solutions, formulation and implementation of 
policies, 7ducation and training, identification and development 
of appropriate technology, information exchange and implementation 
machinery. 

(more) 
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The Conference also recommended that, at both global and 
regional levels, "co-operation should be sought with universities, 
research and scientific institutes, non-governmental organizations, 
voluntary groups, etc., in order to make full use of their 
knowledge and experience in the field of human settlements". 

The resolution adopted by Habitat on this subject consists of 
the first nine parts of a 10-part text prepared by a working group 
of Committee I. The Conference recommended that a decision on 
the tenth part be left for the General Assembly at its next session 
in September/December 1976 in New York. The part on wfiich the 
Conference did not act deal� with how the proposed new human 
settlements unit would be located in respect to the two United 
Nations units now active in this area -- the Department of Economic 
and Social Affairs in New York and the United Nations Environment 
Programme (UNEP) in Nairobi. 

The Conference adopted two related resolutions without objec
tion. The first of these recommends the convening of re!ional United
Nations meetin�s, if possible before September, to estab ish guidelines 
for co-ordinating within each region the action to be taken in order 
to deal with settlements problems. The second requests a report this 
year to the General Assembly by the United Nations Secretary-General 
on the �otential costs of the various organizational arrangements
propose for future United Nations activities concerned with 
settlements. 

In a separate resolution on the establishment of "an audio-visual 
information centre on human settlements", Habitat recommended that the 
General Assembly authorize the Secretary-General to conclude an agree
ment with the University of British Columbia in Vancouver for the 
custody, reproduction, use and augmentation of the audio-visual materials 
prepared for the Conference. These consist of well over 200 film and 
slide presentations submitted by about 120 countries, many of them 
produced with the financial and technical help of Habitat officials. 
The agreement would be "for a period of no more than five years". 

(more) 
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'!he Conference adopted two related resolutions without objection. '!he 
first of these recormen.ds the convening of r'=<J'ional United Nations rreetin

;l:
s,

if possible before Septercber, to establish guidelines for oo-ordinating within 
each region the action to be taken in order to deal with settlerrents problems. 
'!he second requests a report this year to the General Assembly by the United 
Nations Secretary-General on the potential costs of the various organizational 
arrangerrents proposed for future United Nations activities concerned with 
settlerrents. 

. 
' 

In a separate resolution on the establishnent of "an audio-visual infonnation 
centre on human settlerrents", Habitat reccmnonded that the General Assembly 
authorize the Secretary-General i..o conclude an agreerrent with the University of 
British Colurrbia in Vanrouver for the custody, reproduction, use and augrrentation 
of the audio-visual materials prepared for the Conference. 'rhese consist of 
well over 200 film and slide presentations sul:mitted by about 120 countries, 
mmy of them produced with the financial and technical help of Habitat-

'Ihe final resolution adopted by the Conference relating to future United 
Nations activities (doctment A/CONF.70/L.6) contains a rec::amendation that the 
General Assembly request the United Nations Secretary-General to sul:mit a report 
to next year's session of the Assembly on "the living conditions of the 
Palestinian people in the occupied territories". 'Ihe resolution, sponsored by 
Algeria and Egypt, was adopted on the last day of the Conference by a roll-
call vote of 73 in favour to 3 against (Israel, Paraguay, United States), with 
42 abstentions. 

Officers of Conference 

Barney Danson, Canadian Minister of Urban Affairs, was elected President 
of the Conference by acclamation on its opening day. The Camd.ttee Chairrren 
were: Father George K. Muhoho (Kenya), Carmittee I; Hanah.oun Jaberi Ansari 
(Iran), Crntnittee II; and Diego Arria (Venezuela), Camd.ttee III. The 
Rapporteur of the Conference was Molf Ciborowski (Poland). 

'!he Conference had 33 Vice-Presidents. 'Ibgether with the President and 
the three Chairrren of the main cx:mnittees, they made up the General (steering) 
Camd.ttee. There was also a nine-nation Credentials Camd.ttee. 
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